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P.O. Box 85, HuNrERs Hrtt, N.S.W. 2110

The Hon. Anthony Roberts, MP
Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, and Special Minister for State, Leader of the House
GPO Box 5341
Sydney, NSW 2000

Dear Minister Roberts,
Thank you again for your time in meeting with representatives from the Hunters Hill Trust on
Thursday 20 July and for arranging for Ms McNally to respond to our correspondence, sent
following this meeting. We have written separately to Ms McNally to thank her for the
tnformation provided. This letter addresses two significant matters, which require your specific
response as the Minister for Planning.
Our first concern relates to Gladesville Shopping Village (GSV) and Ms McNally's advice that
the community will have further opportunity to provide input when the proposal is re- exhibited.
This is unlikely to assist in achieving the reinstatement of the community supported LEP and
DCP, currently being overridden by this proposal. The Council did not approve the proposal
when it was referred to your Department for a 'Gateway Determination' on 16 January 2017.

The Hunter's Hill Trust therefore, specifically asks you to ensure that the GSV proposal does not
negatively impact on Gladesville. ln particular Minister we object to the scale of the
development which anticipates 880 car park spaces and 250 apartments with the existing FSR
ovenidden to give the developer a 'bonus provision' to increase the FSR to 3.4:1 up trom 2.7.1.
This would see towers rising up to 27.15 metres over the LEP maximum and create horrendous
traffic impacts on the local community as well as undue pressure on public infrastructure,
schools and public transport. Traffic impacts caused by the hundreds of additional cars in
nearby residential streets will also be horrific. We seek your assurance, as Minister for
Planning, that the Greater Sydney Commission will consider this properly, and in light of the
existing controls in the draft plans currently being developed.
We also object to the proposed relocation of the heritage item at number 10 Cowell St and
again seek your assurance that this item will be protected rn situ and maintained as a
community asset and transition to the new development. The proposed removal of this heritage
item to another location may not be feasible, will be costly and will undoubtedly impact on its
future preservation and amenity. As per the arguments presented in our meeting with you on 20
July - it is the sensitive incorporation of heritage assets and layering of history that maintains
community value and character. As proposed this development is just another profit driven
opportunity to maximise developer returns with no real consideration of the long-term
community benefit or the adverse consequences.

Ministel communities across Sydney are appalled by the scale of inappropriate, poorquality
development being inflicted on their neighbourhoods due to the ability of the Government to use
planning mechanisms to override local controls and indeed other State legislation. ln this
context your recent removal of planning powers from local government further disenfranchises
those communities. Good community outcomes are achieved through strong community
representation and community agreed plans for existing neighbourhoods, which honour existing
LEPs and DCPs that reflect and enforce community aspirations. The growing number of Priority
Growth Areas, Priority Precincts and Urban Renewal Corridors now located all over Sydney is
caustng significant destruction of heritage, tree cover and amenity and consequent community
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stress. This ongoing leveloidevelopment across the Sydney region i,'occurring before the
Greater Sydney Commission's draft District plans have been formelly approved. Does this
mean that none of the community's submissions and objections to the pace, form and impact of
these developments has been, or is being taken into account?
We turn now to the matter of Windsor Bridge and Thompson Squarq and the implications for
development in Hunters Hill, Gladesville and Sydney more broadly: We were surprised to learn
from Ms McNally of the Government's inability to 'overturn' an approVal for one of its own
projects. ln regard to Ms McNally's remarks that the Windsor Bridge project approval was
appealed and upheld by the [.and and Environment Court, we note that in this case, the only
matters allowed to be tested vyere administrative issues associated with the Project Approval.
The Court's determination dio not constitute an endorsement of the protect, or Minister
Hazzard's approval of it. The,Land and Environment Court only examined and upheld the
admrnistrative processes associated with the Minister making his dete',nination.
This court case is of great coflcern to the Trust, highlighting, as it does that the declaration of
'State Significant lnfrastructure'overrides all 'State Significant Heritage' protections and
precludes any form of 'merit appeal'. The Government's planning legislation effectively 'switched
off' the heritage protections placed on Thompson Square so that the project could proceed.
Those protections were there to ensure this unique Georgian precirtct, which contains
numerous items of State Sigriificance, was protected and continued to contribute to the
economic wellbeing of the loc^:l area and to our identity as a nation
Specifically, therefore we see( your advice regarding the circumstances under which the NSW
Government would reallocate the funding available for the proposed Windsor Bridge
Replacement Project, directirig it instead to a genuine traffic solutiort for Windsor, one that
achieves its objectives withc'ut destroying the peerless heritage values' of Thompson Square.
Will the NSW State Governrnent develop plans for a second river crossing at Windsor that
respects the basic tenets of good urban planning and removes regional traffic from the heart of
the oldest country town in the nation as has occurred in Berry and innumerable other locations
in NSW?
Minister, these two examples of planning decisions are of particular concern to the Trust in our
fight to preserve Australia's oidest garden suburb with our own important items of State
Significant Heritage and we seek your assurance that a declaration of State Significant
lnfrastructure will not be used to bulldoze inappropriate development through the Hunters Hill
Municipality. We applaud your recent announcement about the 'Better Placed'state-wide
design policy to 'ensure the delivery of high quality urban design and better places for people
across NSW but design guides will not turn the tide of poor desigr, and development driven by
profit that is rampaging across Sydney, unless there is a mandatoqr cornpliance requirement to
a set of standards with comrriunity and civic outcomes at their core. As we have argued, the
existing Housing Codes are ,jriving less than optimum outcomes in their lack of site-specific
consideration and maximisinil of development to allowable limits Sense of place is being
obliterated through lack of prctections for character, mature tree coverage and consideration of
resources captured in existing buildings
Like you, the Trust's ongoing ambition is for a responsible and civic approach to planning which
delivers cost effective, sustairrable longterm infrastructure and hcusing solutions. We also
seek to protect the economic potential and integrity of heritage assets, our unique local
environment and sense of place that the community holds dear.
We would appreciate your response to these matters.
Yours sincerely

Aiister Sharp
President
Hunters HillTrust
cc Carolyn. McNally@planninE. nsw. gov.au
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